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Raven to close
No more Sunday
brunch and punk 
rock shows
ASUM hits 100
Centennial fuels      
bio-diesel plans
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The anti-abortion group identified as the Reproductive Choice Campaign flew a plane above campus Tuesday afternoon. The group has been sending planes and trucks all across the United States with signs reading “Stop the War” and “10-Week
Abortion” with a phone number below.
Pro-Lifers on a Plane
Dennison still acting provost as UM’s search continues
As the fall semester at the
University of Montana ramps up,
so too does UM’s search for a new
provost.
UM has received more than 80
applications for the position, said
Daniel Dwyer, vice president for
research and development, who is
also serving as the chairman of the
search committee.
“We’re looking for someone
with a great deal of academic
leadership,” Dwyer said.
Applicants could be visiting the
campus for interviews with UM
officials early this semester, he
said.
Former Provost Lois Muir’s
abrupt dismissal last spring has
put UM President George
Dennison in the position of acting
provost until a replacement is
found.
The dual role has been a lot of
work, Dennison said, but he hasn’t
been doing it all on his own.
“It’s been pretty demanding in
terms of time, and I think it works
primarily because of the two asso-
ciate provosts,” Dennison said.
Rather than trying to solicit
applications and come up with a
narrowed-down list of candidates
before the spring 2006 semester
ended, Dennison and the search
committee agreed to extend the
search to the current semester. The
extension would give students and
faculty the opportunity to provide
input into the process, Dennison
said.
Created by Dennison in March,
the search committee is comprised
of various professors, students and
administrators. The group will
review the applications and invite
a handful of qualified applicants
to campus for more in-depth inter-
views. After the interviews, the
committee will recommend a can-
didate or candidates to Dennison.
Dennison will make an appoint-
ment, which must be confirmed by
the Montana Board of Regents.
But it’s not easy to set a timeline
on how long the process will take,
said ASUM President Andrea
Helling, who is on the search com-
mittee.
“To do a thorough job on a
search committee, you want to
give yourself all the time you
need,” Helling said.
Helling acknowledged that
many UM students don’t know
what the provost does, but she
As University of Montana students settle into
Missoula among packed U-Haul’s and ubiquitous
campus sprinklers, a new internship opportunity is
available that sets them in the heart of the 2006
midterm elections. 
Project Vote Smart, a Philipsburg-based nonprofit
voter education group, formed a loose alliance with
UM officials this summer that could result in a
research internship program for UM students. 
“We haven’t had (a relationship) up to this point
with the university since arriving to Philipsburg from
Corvallis (Oregon),” said Adelaide
Kimball, an executive board mem-
ber with the group.
According to its website, Project
Vote Smart is a nonpartisan organi-
zation created in 1992 with founding
board members ranging from Sen.
John McCain to Senate Majority
Leader Bill Frist. It takes no money
from special-interest groups while
“researching the backgrounds and
records of thousands of political
candidates and elected officials to
discover their voting records, cam-
paign contributions, public statements (and) biogra-
phical data.” 
“Citizens come together, not in selfish interest or
to support one candidate over another, but to defend
democracy,” the website said. “It is [a] gathering of
people committed to one purpose: to strengthen the
most essential component of democracy — access to
information.”
After the group relocated to Montana in 1999,
there was an initial attempt at communication with
UM, but no response, Kimball said. “We assumed
they weren’t interested in establishing a relation-
ship,” she said. 
Now that good will has been established and the
two sides are “back on the same page”, Kimball said
she is thrilled that more students will have the oppor-
tunity to get involved with the group. “We could pro-
vide excellent educational internships to as many
University of Montana students as possible,” she
said.
“We have lots of work to do, perhaps limitless,”
Kimball said, referring to candidate research that the
organization conducts on a continual basis, which is
the interns’ main duty. “Our only limitation is
space,” she said, alluding to the housing facilities the
organization offers its volunteer staff in Philipsburg. 
Interns working at the research center have been
the cream of the crop from schools around the coun-
try, Kimball said, adding that about a third of the
paid staff are former interns. “Traditionally they
have come from departments like
political science, journalism, com-
munication, history and the social
sciences,” she said, adding that stu-
dents from any academic field
could apply to volunteer at the
research center. 
Terry Berkhouse, director of
Internship Services for the
University of Montana,  said
Tuesday he was aware of one UM
student who interned with PVS last
fall. 
“Whether it’s [Project Vote
Smart] or something else, we’re finding that employ-
ers want students with work experience that is rela-
tive to a student’s major,” Berkhouse said.  
Berkhouse said Tuesday he was drafting an e-mail
he planned to send to representatives from the group
inviting them to visit the UM campus during the
coming weeks. “Maybe they could go into some
classrooms and let the students know what is avail-
able,” he said. 
In general, all internships are advertised on the
UM Griz eRecruiting website. “We’re the clearing-
house for organizations that want interns from the
University of Montana,” he said. 
While the two sides hash out a more defined rela-
tionship, Kimball said her gut feeling is that students
TIMOTHY COOK
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Project Vote Smart offers students 
p o l i t i c a l - r e s e a r c h  i n t e r n s h i p s
See VOTE, Page 12
Poll finds local 
support for night, 
weekend programs
University of Montana officials
took the first step this summer
toward the possibility of adding
night and weekend degree pro-
grams to UM’s services.
At the request of Executive
Vice President Jim Foley, the
Bureau of Business and
Economic Research on campus
surveyed 853 adults this summer
from Missoula County and
Ravalli County north of
Hamilton, trying to determine the
Missoula area’s interest in the
idea.
“We found lots of interest,”
Foley said.
People were most interested in
business, medical professions,
education and computer technolo-
gy programs, he said. Classes
could be weekdays after 5 p.m.
and weekends during the day.
“We found among respondents,
and we’re still doing the analysis,
that they were very likely to take
a course,” Foley said.
But there’s no need to jump up
and register yet. Foley and a UM
administration committee are still
analyzing this summer’s data,
which is only one slice of the
research they want to do.
“This is just one step in a long
process,” he said. “No actions
have been taken so far.”
John Baldridge, the bureau’s
director of survey development,
said this kind of data should
always be part of a bigger study.
“We here at the bureau never
recommend that people make a
decision based on survey data
alone,” he said.
Up next are discussion groups
and additional research into
whether this would be a good
move for UM and the community.
“We’re going to get input from
faculty and other interested par-
ties,” Foley said. “Going forward,
we’ll be doing focus groups, to
kind of get a sense of where we’re
at.”
Groups will include UM facul-
ty and administration, and some
will include people who took the
survey. Once the groups have
talked about what the survey
shows and what other research
supports, they can start making
decisions on if and how they
might put these programs into
action.
“We’re looking to do some of
this over the next few months,”
Foley said.
Baldridge and Foley were both
happy with the success of con-
ducting the survey.
“We got a response rate of 50.2
percent,” Baldridge said, “It’s on
the high end of higher quality sur-
veys in the United States.”
So far Foley said he couldn’t
tell what kind of prospective stu-
dents were most interested. “It







“We have lots of workto do, perhaps limitless.—Adelaide Kimball, PVS Executive Board Member
See PROVOST, Page 12
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The Montana Kaimin, in its 109th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content. 
Send letters to the editor to
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In politics, being the minority is a lousy position. In Montana, it’s
a position Republicans are not used to occupying.
So it’s not a surprise that in these new times for the Montana
Republican Party it would reshape its platform and begin promoting
public policy that invests in public institutions (instead of bankrupt-
ing them), in hopes of regaining support from Montanans. 
However, this shift should be taken with a grain of salt.
Indicative of the Republicans’ change of policy is the announce-
ment of a plan that would reduce tuition at Montana universities by 5
percent. The plan will go before the Legislature this winter.
When in power in the ‘90s, no such talk came from the Grand Ol’
Party. Rather, their staunch fiscal conservatism started a trend of
decreasing state support for universities – a trend that has continued
well into this millennium.
John Mercer, who stepped down last spring as chairman of the
Board of Regents, said he had a change of heart since the ‘90s, when
he was one of the most powerful policymakers in Helena. Now he is
one of the loudest proponents of getting more state funding for the
universities. 
When he began his fight for funding this past school year, he con-
tinually aired his frustration that reporters were bringing up his polit-
ical history. By his logic, what the Republicans did in the ‘90s is not
pertinent to what they are doing now.
By my logic, it is.
It is because a scrape below the façade erected by the GOP’s tuition
reduction plan reveals the same conservative fiscal policy that caused
this mess in the first place. CI-97, a conservative initiative appearing
on November’s ballot and the Republicans’ “Handshake with
Montana” both ensure that taxes stay down.
Specifically, the Handshake promises legislation “dealing with
excessive surplus” by reforming the tax code, and it promises to
return the excess to taxpayers. That’s a noble cause until you realize
that the Republicans’ tuition relief comes from surpluses.
State Sen. Corey Stapleton, R-Billings, said these concepts are not
in conflict, and that the Republicans’ commitment to tuition relief is
of a “long-term nature.” Between 30 percent and 40 percent of the
surpluses, he said, can be expected to return in years to come, some
of which will be kept by the government, and, on the Republicans’
honor, some of which will be used on continued tuition relief.
Most people in the university system aren’t buying it, and students
shouldn’t either. The effects that stringent tax halts have on public
institutions were illustrated in Colorado, and they weren’t good.
We need long-term policy, not policy of a “long-term nature” for
the universities.
That’s probably unappealing to the Republicans, because if they
were to regain the Legislature and the governorship, they would be
stuck with costly public policy. That would not jive with the stingy
government-funding philosophies that continue to form their top pri-
orities.
— Daniel Person, 
News Editor
Editorial
GOP tuition plan not in
students’ long-term interest
U-Wire
It’s a snake ... it’s a plane ... it’s ‘Snakes on a Plane’! 
The Kaimin accepts letters to the editor
and guest columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer,
and columns should be about 700 words.
Please e-mail both to letters@kaimin.org,
or drop them off in Journalism 107.
PATRICK MCFAWN
DAILY TROJAN (USC)
(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES – “Snakes on a Plane”
is one smart movie. But wait: before I get incredu-
lous letters, let me explain why.
It’s natural to consider a movie that explicitly
states its purpose and subject in the title as a form of
entertainment for those of us who are less than intel-
lectually exuberant. Why will people pay $8 to see
this movie? It’s because they know exactly what
they’re getting: snakes on a plane!
But the real genius aspect of “Snakes on a Plane”
is the way it was marketed. Although it has already
been out for a few days, moviegoers can go to the
film’s Web site and send a phone call or e-mail to one
of their friends about the movie. The phone call is, in
this case, a customizable, prerecorded message from
Samuel L. Jackson, the movie’s star. Users type in
their friends’ name and a bit of information about
themselves, including their relationship with the
sender, their job, what they like to do for fun, some-
thing physically descriptive or their preferred mode
of transportation.
After typing in all of this information, Samuel L.
Jackson calls users’ friends by name and tells them
that “Snakes on a Plane” might be the “best motion
picture ever made” and, although it might sound
crazy, he doesn’t “give a damn.”
He then tells you to “jump on your greasy bike” or
hop in that “tin can you call a car” and take your
friend to see his movie. This is followed by a threat
(something about Jackson coming after you). It’s
strung together to create a personalized, unique form
of advertising.
Although viral marketing sounds like something
that requires an inoculation to avoid, it might be the
most effective mode of advertising for future movies.
Traditional marketing simply does not work for
young moviegoers: billboards off of the 5 Freeway
do little to stir excitement and commercials have an
increasingly limited viewership, courtesy of TiVo
and the mute button.
Advertising agencies have thus turned to the realm
of cyberspace to promote upcoming flicks. The
youngest moviegoers use the Internet at a dispropor-
tionately high rate compared to older groups, and
they are the ones who are best positioned to use dis-
cretionary income for movies.
And what’s more, these advertising tactics are
working. With online marketing, Internet users are
the ones who perpetuate viral marketing and stir
excitement for a new and upcoming movie. Anyone
can delete an e-mail or hang up on a prerecorded
message. It’s impersonal, expensive to employers
and generally not highly successful. But a friend’s
enthusiastic recommendation about a movie or serv-
ice creates a reliable and effective form of advertis-
ing. Any product can say it’s the best on the market.
Every movie is the “must-see movie of the year.”
Viral marketing capitalizes on the reliability and
credibility of a friend’s recommendation and creates
a channel for it to occur in a faster, more reliable
manner; however, it will not work if users do not
have the inventiveness or enthusiasm to tell others.
Without this style of marketing, a worthwhile film
might otherwise go without recommendation among
friends.
Combined with the Internet and the right target
audience, viral marketing can become highly suc-
cessful. For one example, just look at the ubiquitous
Facebook. Untold numbers of college students are
using their “status” or their “favorite movies” to per-
petuate further movie recognition for “Snakes on a
Plane,” among others.
This is not a product of commercials or newspaper
ads. The movie’s online recognition is a product of
its name, its main star and its online marketing.
Humorously, this recognition can sometimes involve
crass language stereotypically used by Samuel L.
Jackson.
“Snakes on a Plane” takes the marketing process
even one step further. The movie’s cell phone-call
feature on its Web site is entertainingly customizable.
Thus, there is an incentive for regular moviegoers to
send one to their friend, even if for just comedic
value.
Perhaps the only downside to this service is that
users cannot call friends past 9 p.m., which means
that dialing while inebriated or prank calling can’t
occur on behalf of Samuel L. Jackson.
... On the Web 
Journalism student Jacob Baynham has spent the last four months of
his life living in Kabul, Afghanistan.  His blog, “Letters from
Afghanistan” can be found through the Kaimin Web site.  
Be sure to check back for more cutting edge blogs like Baynham’s




The Montana Kaimin is committed to 
accuracy in its reports. If you think the
Kaimin has committed an error of fact,
please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.org and let us know.  If we
find a factual error we will correct it.
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The Montana Department of
Transportation is evaluating hun-
dreds of public comments it has
received on the proposed expan-
sion of Arthur Avenue, after plans
were presented in a public meet-
ing last April.
The MDT’s plan includes
adding several traffic lights,
removing up to 60 feet of
Jeannette Rankin Park – nearly
one-quarter its size – and increas-
ing the width of Arthur Avenue
between Fifth and Sixth streets by
up to 100 feet.
By comparison, Reserve Street
averages 76 feet in width.
Based on a review of public
comments, the MDT will present
a recommendation to the Federal
Highway Administration as to
how to proceed with the project,
said MDT public information offi-
cer Charity Watt-Levis. 
“We got hundreds of public
comments and we are weighing
this heavily based on each one,”
she said, “There’s still the possi-
bility that an alternative will be
not to do anything. We don’t want
to build a project a community
doesn’t want.”
In April, the Missoula Institute
for Sustainable Transportation
presented an alternative to the
state’s plan, proposing two-way
traffic on Arthur Avenue and
Maurice Avenue, and roundabouts
at the intersections where Arthur
crosses Fifth and Sixth.
“We’re not saying it’s the gold-
en plan, but it could work,” said
MIST representative Bob
Giordano. 
“I’ve been at the Farmers’
Market all summer long showing
people both plans,” Giordano
said. “So far, no one I’ve shown
the state plan to has said ‘Yeah,
this would be good for
Missoula.’”
Watt-Levis said that the MDT
should complete its evaluation of
public comment and present its
recommendation to the Federal
Highway Administration by the





Several Missoula men face prison time for a dis-
turbing string of brutal beatings involving University
of Montana students last year.
Sentences were handed down over the summer for
charges stemming from three high-profile assaults,
all of which occurred in a relatively short period in
the fall of 2005.
The attacks were apparently unrelated and police
said they did not constitute a significant spike in vio-
lence for the city, but the severity and random nature
of the assaults alarmed many Missoula residents.
Former UM student Krin Kuethe, 21, was sen-
tenced to 10 years in prison on charges stemming
from the beating of former UM basketball player
Sam Riddle.
On the night of Aug. 5, 2005, Pedro “Pete” Sosa
was involved in a confrontation with Riddle outside
Stockman’s Bar. Later that night, Kuethe took Sosa
and three other men to the home of his ex-girlfriend
in Lewis and Clark villages, where Riddle was,
according to prosecutors. Sosa beat Riddle, knocking
him unconscious and breaking his jaw in four places,
according to court documents.
Sosa has pleaded guilty, and is scheduled to be
sentenced Sept. 7.
Also found guilty in that case was Alain Lapham,
20, who was convicted on charges of burglary and
accountability to aggravated assault.
In another case, Ryan Knight, 18, was sentenced to
20 years in prison, with 15 of those years suspended.
Knight pleaded guilty to charges that he and co-
defendant Mila Gergen attacked two men in down-
town Missoula last September.  Knight and Gergen
allegedly pummeled Tyler Drake and Ben Corbett.
Corbett’s skull was fractured and he suffered brain
injuries, while Drake’s nose was shattered.
Brian David Gunderson, 19, pleaded guilty earlier
this month to charges based on a separate attack.
Gunderson was sentenced to 10 years, with eight
years suspended for his role in an Oct. 15 assault on
UM students Wally Catton and Marcus Chebul.
According to court documents, Gunderson and
another defendant  - James “Joby” Kelly -drove by
Catton and Chebul on Higgins Avenue, yelling
insults. Gunderson and Kelly allegedly got out of
their vehicle and punched Catton and Chebul sever-
al times, causing serious injuries. Kelly pleaded
innocent, and will likely go to trial.
Defendants sentenced in assault cases
ZACHARY FRANZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
MISSOULA (AP) - An initiative that would make
enforcing marijuana offenses against adults the low-
est priority for Missoula County law enforcement
has qualified for the November ballot, proponents
said.
Initiative 2 was proposed by Citizens for
Responsible Crime Policy. Proponents gathered the
signatures of more than 20,000 registered voters in
the county. The measure required 11,723 signatures
to qualify for the ballot.
If voters support Initiative 2, the measure would
lean on local law enforcement to make “citations,
arrests, property seizures and prosecutions for adult
marijuana offenses Missoula County’s lowest law
enforcement priority.”
The measure would not include marijuana sales or
drug use by minors as low-priority offenses, and
would not legalize the drug.
The proposal also calls for a Community
Oversight Committee to investigate marijuana
arrests and produce a report on the initiative’s effects
seven months after its passage.
The committee would track and report to taxpay-
ers how much local government time and money are
being spent on adult marijuana offenses as compared
to other law enforcement issues, said Angela
Goodhope, a spokeswoman for the group.
The measure strives to place increased emphasis
on crimes that threaten people’s lives and property,
and on other, more pressing drug issues, Goodhope
said. A similar measure has been in effect in Seattle
for three years, she said.
But some law enforcement officials describe the
initiative as another step toward legalizing the drug.
“Personally, I think it’s a joke,” said Detective
Tom Lewis with Missoula’s office of High Intensity
Drug Trafficking Areas. “Most misdemeanor posses-
sion cases arise from traffic stops or arrests on other
warrants. We’re not out there looking for it, but a lot
of people have marijuana in their pockets.”





HELENA — The Montana
Attorney General said Tuesday
the state is not taking an official
position on a lawsuit aimed at
blocking three initiatives from the
November ballot.
The lawsuit, filed by opponents
of the initiatives, says signatures
used to qualify the measures were
illegally gathered. The opponents
want a judge to remove
Constitutional Initiatives 97 and
98 and Initiative 154 from the bal-
lot.
CI-97 would amend the
Montana Constitution to dictate
state spending; CI-98 would make
it easier to recall judges; and I-154
would change state law to make it
harder for government to con-
demn private property for public
use or enact regulations that limit
a property’s use.
McGrath, filing a response for
the state on behalf of Secretary of
State Brad Johnson, said it is up to
the initiative opponents to prove
their case.
“The state takes no official
position on the merits of the case,”
McGrath said in a prepared state-
ment. “If indeed the plaintiffs can
demonstrate that the signatures
were fraudulently obtained, then
clearly those names should be
thrown out.”
Likewise, McGrath said sup-
porters of the initiative will have
to prove the signatures were legal-
ly collected.
Johnson was named in the law-
suit since his office certified the
measures for the ballot after local
elections officials determined sig-
natures used to qualify the meas-
ures were from valid voters.
Opponents, in a lawsuit filed
earlier this month, said that paid
signature gatherers hired by con-
servative groups backing the ini-
tiatives didn’t properly collect
voter signatures.
They said signature gatherers
were “encouraged to lie and gen-
erally engage in a pattern of devi-
ous and deceptive practices.”
Measure supporters say oppo-
nents should just let voters decide
if they like the initiatives, and
have predicted the signatures will
withstand legal scrutiny.
“The action raises serious alle-
gations of fraud in the petition
process for three statewide initia-
tives due to be voted upon in the
general election,” McGrath wrote
in his response filed Tuesday.
“But these allegations do not lie
against the secretary of state. Nor
does the state take a position on
whether the allegations are true.”
McGrath said Johnson made a
“reasonable” effort under the law
to detect illegal signatures. He
said the court would have to
decide if allegations of “pervasive
fraud in the petition process” are
true.
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This week, Andrea Helling takes office as
the 100th president of the Associated
Students of the University of Montana
looking to make ASUM more visible,
install a bio-diesel pump on campus and
combat a controversial issue on the
November ballot.
Though an arbitrary mark, Helling con-
siders ASUM’s centennial a salute to the
long history of student representation by
ASUM, and a mark she says she plans to
use as a central theme for their activities
and public events this year. 
“We’re going to do a lot of marketing to
go along with that,” Helling said, “and mar-
ket our services to the students and show
them that ASUM isn’t just politics, but stu-
dent services as well.”
Armed with an annual budget of more
than $750,000, allocated every spring,
ASUM is involved with a variety of stu-
dent-oriented projects, ranging from social
and political activism to helping students
with residence and legal issues.
The top item on ASUM’s agenda is pur-
suing the installation of a bio-diesel pump
and holding tank on campus to fuel buses
and University vehicles. 
The high cost of adding and maintaining
a bio-diesel pump on campus, however,
will require substantial outside support,
from campus administrators to Gov. Brian
Schweitzer.
“We’re working with the university
administration,” Helling said, “and every-
one is working with the governor’s office to
try and find the money for it.”
The plan would also involve a gradual
transition to equip all campus vehicles to
run off bio-diesel fuel, which now is the
case for at least one bus running on campus.
Helling also mentioned her predictions
that ASUM will most likely publicly
oppose Constitutional Initiative 97 on the
ballot in November, which seeks to imple-
ment a constitutional spending cap for the
state of Montana.
“It puts an arbitrary cap on state spending
and it would be devastating for higher edu-
cation,” Helling said. “If you think tuition is
high now, it would go through the roof if it
were to get passed.”
ASUM Vice President Cedric Jacobson
referred to other states where the spending
cap was implemented with harmful conse-
quences.
“They tried something very similar in
Colorado,” Jacobson said, “and it put all of
their social programs on the back burner,
especially higher education and health
care.”
In order to combat the initiative, Helling
will be introducing a resolution on ASUM’s
first senate meeting of the semester tonight,
requesting ASUM to join “Not In
Montana,”a broad-based coalition meant to
raise awareness of the potentially negative
aspects of the initiative.
“We’re trying to educate all voters in the
area, not just the students,” Jacobson said.
ASUM Business Manager Derek Duncan
said ASUM is also getting ready to approve
a new fiscal policy to use its annual budget
more efficiently.
“I’m working on cleaning it up a lot,
because as it becomes more amended it
starts losing is ease of use,” Duncan said.
ASUM’s is responsible for allocating the
annual budget to the variety of student
groups on campus.
“My big thing this year is trying to reach
out to student groups and making that fund-
ing process more user-friendly and making
more funds available to student groups,”
Duncan said.
These, among other issues, will be
brought up for discussion tonight in a pub-
lic senate meeting in room 332 in the
University Center at 6 p.m. Meetings will
be held weekly on Wednesdays throughout
the school year, which ASUM encourages
all students to attend.
ASUM celebrates 100 years of student government
MIKE GERRITY
MONTANA KAIMIN
Photo courtesy of Andrea Helling and Cedric Jacobson
ASUM President Andrea Helling and Vice President Cedric Jacobson plan to mark ASUM’s centennial by giving it a more dominant
presence on campus.




Bush visits New Orleans on
Katrina anniversary
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
President Bush comforted this city
that lost so much in Hurricane
Katrina and has regained so little
in the year since. Amid the raw
sorrow of Tuesday’s anniversary,
the president selected a few bea-
cons of hope to give a lift to strug-
gling Gulf communities and his
own still-smarting presidency.
He scarfed hot cakes with
happy patrons at Betsy’s Pancake
House, a reopened hangout in a
downtrodden, flood-stained New
Orleans neighborhood. He chose
as a speech backdrop a new char-
ter school viewed as a sign of the
city’s commitment to a better
post-Katrina educational system.
He called on rhythm and blues
legend and local favorite son Fats
Domino, who is restoring his
destroyed Ninth Ward home, and
replaced the National Medal of
Arts that got washed away with
everything else. He visited a
Habitat for Humanity project
nearby that is building dozens of
homes for displaced local musi-
cians.
He even met the New Orleans
Saints, whose return to the
Superdome next month is cheered
here as a symbol of normalcy in
the very place that 30,000 storm
victims grew increasingly desper-
ate in the days after Katrina’s
strike.
“The challenge is not only to
help rebuild, but the challenge is
to help restore the soul,” Bush
said in a speech heavily laced with
religious references. “Sunday has
not yet come to New Orleans, but
you can see it ahead.”
Floridians prepare for
tropical storm
MIAMI (AP) — Tropical Storm
Ernesto’s leading edge drenched
Miami and the rest of southern
Florida on Tuesday as it steamed
toward the Sunshine State with a
potential for more than a foot of
rain. But forecasters said there
was only an outside chance it
would strengthen into a hurricane.
Residents took no chances,
though, mindful of the seven hur-
ricanes that have hit the state since
2004 and Katrina, which struck
New Orleans exactly one year
ago.
“I don’t think it’s going to be
too big, but you never know,’”
said Frankel Herad as he removed
brightly colored African dresses
from the walls of his store in
Miami’s Little Haiti neighbor-
hood.
By late afternoon, Ernesto had
top winds of 45 mph. And there
was only a “remote possibility” it
could become a hurricane with
winds of 74 mph or greater before
crossing over Florida overnight,
the National Hurricane Center
said.
Forecasters expected 5 to 15
inches of rain, which could flood
streets and homes. Residents in
flood-prone areas filled thousands
of sandbags in anticipation of high
water.
Leader of polygamist 
church arrested
LAS VEGAS (AP) — The
charismatic leader of a polyga-
mous Mormon splinter group was
captured during a traffic stop three
months after being put on the
FBI’s Most Wanted List and faces
charges he arranged marriages
between underage girls and older
men.
Warren Steed Jeffs, 50, was
arrested without incident just out-
side Las Vegas late Monday after
more than a year on the run, the
FBI said. No weapons were
found, but the 2007 red Cadillac
Escalade he was riding in was
filled with items including three
wigs, 15 cell phones and tens of
thousands of dollars in cash and
gift cards, authorities said.
Jeffs has led the Fundamentalist
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints since 2002 and is said
to have at least 40 wives and near-
ly 60 children. Church dissidents
say that underage marriages —
some involving girls as young as
13 — escalated into the hundreds
under his leadership, and that he
broke apart families by casting out
married men and reassigning their
women and children to others.
Arizona Attorney General Terry
Goddard told KTAR-AM of
Phoenix that Jeffs’ arrest marks
“the beginning of the end of ... the
tyrannical rule of a small group of
people over the practically 10,000
followers of the FLDS sect.” He
predicted it will lead more people
to come forward with allegations
of sexual abuse.
Flight 5191 cleared for
takeoff before crash
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
lone air traffic controller on duty
the morning Comair Flight 5191
crashed cleared the jet for takeoff,
then turned his back to do some
“administrative duties” as the air-
craft veered down the wrong run-
way, a federal investigator said
Tuesday.
Separately, the Federal Aviation
Administration acknowledged
violating its own policies when it
assigned only one controller to the
Lexington tower.
The commuter jet struggled to
get airborne and crashed in a field
before daybreak Sunday, killing
49 of the 50 people aboard, after
taking off from a 3,500-foot run-
way instead of an adjoining one
that was twice as long. Experts
said the plane needed at least
5,000 feet for takeoff. The sole
survivor, first officer James
Polehinke, was in critical condi-
tion Tuesday.
The air traffic controller had an
unobstructed view of the runways
and had cleared the aircraft for
takeoff from the longer runway,
said National Transportation
Safety Board member Debbie
Hersman.
Then, “he turned his back to
perform administrative duties,”
Hersman said. “At that point, he
was doing a traffic count.”
Iran president challenges
authority of U.N. Security
Council; wants to debate Bush.
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iran’s
hard-line president challenged the
United Nations on Tuesday, two
days before a Security Council
ultimatum demanding his country
roll back its suspect nuclear pro-
gram, and instead proposed a tele-
vised debate with President Bush.
President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad said no one can pre-
vent Iran from pursuing what he
called a peaceful nuclear program
— not even U.N. Secretary-
General Kofi Annan, who was
expected in Iran on Saturday.
“Mr. Annan, too, has to move
within the framework of interna-
tional regulations. No one has a
special right or advantage,” the
Iranian president said during a
wide-ranging news conference,
televised worldwide, that lasted
two hours.
The White House immediately
rejected the Iranian president’s
debate proposal as a “diversion”
from serious concerns over the
country’s nuclear program.
The U.N. Security Council has
set Thursday as a deadline for Iran
to suspend uranium enrichment —
a process that can produce either
fuel for a reactor or material for
weapons. Iran has refused any
immediate suspension, calling the
deadline illegal, and instead this
week offered a counterproposal
that the United States and some
European nations said fell short.
UN seeks end to Israel’s
blockade of Lebanon
JERUSALEM (AP) — U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan
called Israel’s air and sea blockade
of Lebanon a “humiliation”
Tuesday and demanded it be lift-
ed. But Israel said it first needed
assurances that forces deployed
on the border can stop weapons
shipments to Hezbollah.
The dispute was the latest threat
to the fragile cease-fire that ended
34 days of fighting between Israel
and Hezbollah guerrillas.
Annan arrived in Israel as part
of an 11-day Mideast tour intend-
ed to shore up the truce, help
Lebanon recover and secure the
release of two Israeli soldiers
whose capture by Hezbollah on
July 12 sparked the fighting.
“We need to resolve the issue of
the abducted soldiers very quick-
ly,” Annan said during a visit ear-
lier Tuesday to a U.N. base in
south Lebanon. “We need to deal
with the lifting of the embargo —
sea, land and air — which for the
Lebanese is a humiliation and an
infringement on their sovereign-
ty.”
In Israel, Annan met with
Defense Minister Amir Peretz and
urged the blockade be lifted “as
soon as possible in order to allow
Lebanon to go on with normal
commercial activities and also
rebuild its economy.”
Students’ scores sink 
for new SAT
(AP) — The high school class
of 2006 got stuck with a new,
longer version of the SAT and 
didn’t fare well on it. Average
reading and math scores fell a
total of seven points — the
sharpest decline in 31 years.
Experts agreed the dip in com-
bined math and critical reading
scores on the college entrance
exam was related to the new ver-
sion of the test — but differed as
to how. The updated exam, with a
new writing section, also features
more advanced math questions
and replaces analogies with more
reading comprehension.
Average reading scores fell
from 508 to 503 and math scores
fell from 520 to 518, the College
Board announced Tuesday, with
the changes hurting boys more
than girls.
Boys’ reading scores fell eight
points, while girls’ dropped just
three. And girls scored 11 points
better than boys on the new writ-
ing section. Boys’ and girls’ math
scores fell two points each to 536
and 502, respectively.
The College Board, which owns
the exam, downplayed the drop,
saying it amounts to a fraction of
one question per exam. The
board’s explanation: about 3 per-
cent fewer test-takers, out of 1.5
million, tried the exam a second
time. Combined math and reading
scores typically rise 30 points
when a student retakes the test.
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Idol Taylor Hicks files lawsuit
over old song rights
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) —
Reigning American Idol Taylor
Hicks has settled a lawsuit he
brought against a Nashville pro-
ducer over the rights to three
songs he wrote and recorded
before becoming a TV phenom.
Hicks gained possession of the
master recordings of the songs
under the deal, revealed Tuesday
in documents filed in federal court
in Hicks’ hometown of
Birmingham. In exchange, Hicks
agreed not to pursue further court
action against producer William
Smith, who recorded Hicks sever-
al years ago and recently placed
some of the songs on the iTunes
Web site for sale.
No money will change hands
under the agreement, which an
attorney for Hicks, Joe Leak,
described as “amicable.”
“We were primarily just making
sure that Taylor had the rights to
the music,” said Leak.
Smith operates William Smith
Productions and Baldwin
Entertainment in Nashville, Tenn.,
and served as his own attorney.
Hicks filed suit earlier this
month claiming Smith and his
companies wrongly tried to profit
from selling three songs that
Hicks wrote and recorded with
Smith — “The Fall,” “Son of a
Carpenter,” and “In Your Time.”
Hicks’ suit says the songs were
recorded in 1997, but Smith said
Hicks recorded them in June 2001.
Two of the songs were briefly
up for sale on iTunes, but Smith
and Leak agreed that few if any
copies were sold before the songs
were removed at Hicks’ request.
Simpson loses voice 
before album release
NEW YORK (AP) - Talk about
bad timing. At the start of a media
blitz to support her new album, “A
Public Affair,” Jessica Simpson is
on vocal rest.
“It is true that she has indeed
lost her voice,” Simpson’s publi-
cist, Rob Shuter, told The
Associated Press on Tuesday.
“She’s been ordered to rest. ... She
can talk, she can croak out a few
sentences. She sounds a little off,
but, you know, she can’t sing.”
Simpson, 26, fell ill Friday and
has “a strain, a bruise on her vocal
cord,” Shuter told the AP.
She canceled a planned appear-
ance on CBS’ “Late Show With
David Letterman” this week but
was to appear on MTV’s “Total
Request Live” on Tuesday after-
noon to promote the album — but
not sing, Shuter said.
Simpson hopes her condition
improves by Friday, when she is
scheduled to perform on NBC’s
“Today” show, he said.
“She’s trying,” Shuter said.
“Everybody is hoping and keeping
their fingers crossed.”
Keyboardist Hawrysch 
leaves the Black Crowes
LOS ANGELES (AP)  —
Keyboardist Eddie Hawrysch is
no longer a part of the Black
Crowes.
Hawrysch was “released” from
the rock band because of “person-
al issues,” according to a state-
ment issued Monday by the
group’s publicist, Mitch
Schneider.
Hawrysch joined the band in
1991.
He will be replaced on the
Black Crowes’ fall tour — which
begins in Richmond, Va., on Sept.
7 — by Rob Clores, who has
played with the John Popper Band
and other blues artists.
The band has delayed the
release of its new double album
“The Lost Crowes.” Originally
scheduled to hit stores Tuesday, a
“recently discovered manufactur-
ing error” has caused the record’s
release to be postponed until Sept.
26.
NYC mayor thinks Shakira’s
‘Hips Don’t Lie’
NEW YORK (AP) — Mayor
Michael Bloomberg, who uses his
iPod mostly for studying Spanish,
made a powerful endorsement on
Tuesday and backed Colombian
pop star Shakira in the race for
Video of the Year at MTV’s Video
Music Awards.
Bloomberg passed over the
other nominated artists, Madonna,
the Red Hot Chili Peppers, Panic!
At the Disco and even Christina
Aguilera, who’s from Staten
Island.
In a taped spot that aired on
MTV’s “Total Request Live” daily
countdown show, Bloomberg
defended his choice by noting the
truth in the title of Shakira’s
smash single “Hips Don’t Lie,”
which refers to her famous curves.
“I think I’m going to have to go
with Shakira — those hips don’t
lie,” Bloomberg said.
Alongside Shakira, who is per-
haps best known for her sugges-
tive gyrating dance moves, the
nominated video also features
Wyclef Jean singing, “I never real-
ly knew that she could dance like
this. She makes a man want to
speak Spanish.”
Shakira is traveling on her “Oral
Fixation” world tour. She received
seven nominations for the VMAs,
which are returning to New York
this year after briefly fleeing to
Miami.
The mayor’s taped promotion
will repeat several times before
the awards are broadcast Thursday
evening from Radio City Music
Hall.
Colin Farrell obtains 
restraining order against fan
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)
— Actor Colin Farrell has
obtained a three-year restraining
order against a woman who con-
fronted him during a taping last
month of “The Tonight Show with
Jay Leno.”
The preliminary injunction
issued in Los Angeles Superior
Court on Monday requires that
Dessarae Bradford, 31, stay at
least 150 yards away from Farrell,
his 2-year-old son and the tod-
dler’s mother, model Kim
Bordenave.
The order expires in August
2009.
Bradford confronted the Irish
actor on July 20 after walking
onto the “Tonight” set at the NBC
studios in Burbank. She was a
ticketed member of the audience.
Farrell escorted Bradford off-
stage and NBC security personnel
took her off the premises.
In a statement to The Associated
Press, Bradford said she would
ask the court to set aside the
restraining order.
Farrell’s publicist, Danica
Smith, could not immediately be
reached for comment.
More than 1,000 Streisand 
concert tickets voided
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Ticketmaster said Tuesday it had
invalidated more than 1,000 tick-
ets to concerts in Barbra
Streisand’s upcoming national
tour after discovering they were
bought with a stolen credit card
and then resold on the Internet.
In a posting on its Web site, the
company warned fans they might
have one of the canceled tickets if
they did not buy directly from
Ticketmaster or a venue box
office.
The company said it would send
notices to e-mail addresses con-
nected to the voided tickets.
Cities hosting shows with can-
celed tickets include Philadelphia,
New York, Washington, Sunrise,
Fla., Auburn Hills, Mich.,
Chicago, Atlanta, Las Vegas and
Atlantic City, N.J.
“It is a serious violation of the
law to try to buy concert tickets
using stolen credit card informa-
tion and, when successful, to
resell those tickets to unknowing
consumer victims through resale
Web sites,” Sean Moriarty,
Ticketmaster’s president and chief
operating officer, said in a state-
ment.
Tom Arnold separates
from his third wife
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Tom
Arnold has filed for legal separa-
tion from his third wife, Shelby
Roos, after four years of marriage,
his spokeswoman said Tuesday.
Documents were filed Monday
in Los Angeles Superior Court,
said Staci Wolfe. The 47-year-old
actor-comedian, whose screen
credits include “True Lies,” and
Roos, 34, have no children. They
were married in Beverly Hills in
2002.
Arnold was previously married
to comic actress Roseanne Barr.
They divorced in 1994 after near-
ly four years of marriage. He was
married to Julie Lynne
Champnella from 1995 to 1999.
Security concerns plague
Madonna show in Russia
MOSCOW (AP) — Posters
throughout the Russian capital had
proclaimed the venue and date for
a month, and 40,000 tickets had
already been sold.
But a long-awaited concert by
Madonna had become mired in
security concerns, and it was any-
one’s guess where and when the
show would take place, if at all.
After more than a week of nego-
tiations _ spiced up by protests
against the 48-year-old pop star
performing anywhere in Moscow
_ an agreement was struck
Monday for the show to be held
Sept. 12 at the Luzhniki stadium.
Originally, promoters said it
would be Sept. 11 in Vorobyovye
Gory, the hills that rise on the
south bank of the Moscow River,
in a vast space framed by the
tower of Moscow State
University.
It’s not clear whether promoters
had firm permission for that site,
but city officials began raising an
array of objections, primarily that
the huge space would be impossi-
ble to police properly.
“Luzhniki is more convenient
from the point of view of security
_ we are sure that this is very good
news for all Madonna fans in
Russia,” Anton Atrashkin, the
press secretary for the Russian leg
of Madonna’s “Confessions” tour,
told The Associated Press.
The new Sept. 12 date would
mean there was “no connotation
or parallel with this tragic date in
world history,” he said, referring
to the Sept. 11 terror attacks in the
United States.
In addition, Luzhniki can seat
80,000 people _ about double the
40,000 tickets that had been sold
for the earlier venue.




Kaimin: sounds like 
diamond,
and just as hard.
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Rock at the Raven:
Nevermore, Nevermore 
Adorned with pinball machine headboards, plants, bookshelves, work
by local artists and boasting “Montana’s best jukebox,” the Raven Cafe
looks as much like a neo-bohemian bachelor pad as a place to grab a latte
or catch a punk rock show. 
But Missoula’s musicians may find themselves searching for a new
place to play when the restaurant, a major venue for local and touring indie
rock ensembles, closes its doors for good on Oct. 1.  
The eclectically decorated coffeehouse turned wine bar turned restau-
rant plus music venue has been up for sale for two years and has been open
for seven.  Owners Gavin Mouse and Rose Habib said the Raven has
evolved beyond
what they can han-
dle right now.
“We came out




to live in Missoula,
but as it’s pro-
gressed into a full-
service restaurant,
it moved into a
place where we
were missing out
on all of the rea-
















tain,” Habib said.  “We’re waiting for something more concrete.”
One option more friendly to local music is a plan in the works headed
by local promoter and International Playboys member Colin Hickey.
Although he said it’s definitely not a certainty right now, he’d love to own
the space and keep it involved with the music scene.
“I love the space, I’m a big fan of the place.  But it’s a lot of money to
raise,” he said, noting that there are probably other potential purchasers
with the financial fortitude to easily outbid him.
As for the effect that losing the Raven will have on local shows, Hickey
said it will be hard, but he’s optimistic.
“The music scene takes a lot of hits and keeps bouncing back,” he said.
“It’ll hurt a lot initially, but something else will pop up, it always does.
And it’d be nice if I owned that something.”
Similar to when noted local venues Jay’s Upstairs and The Ritz closed,
local musicians have, as promoter Mike Gill put it, “been freaking out.”
But Gill thinks the closure could help local bands rather than hinder them
because it is bringing local music a lot of attention.
“It’s been borderline entertaining to me, all of these people that never
showed up at shows or supported us are upset.  It’s so fashionable to be
indie, or emo, or whatever,” he said.  “But the guys who are really
involved know, lots of people do shows at other places.  The Raven was
just easier.”
Gill, who also works at the Raven and performs with the Victory
Smokes, a staple of the café’s concert schedule, said that what made the
Raven such a great
venue was their
willingness to host




you can’t just walk
into some place
like the Top Hat
and say, ‘Hey, I
want to do a punk
show,’” he said.
“But there are so
many empty clubs
and bars that won’t
do shows.  Places
don’t have to shift
totally to being a
music venue, they
just have to let
bands play on slow
nights.”




in local music, and
help expand the
range of promo-
tion. His dream for
Missoula music is a
strong basement and house show scene, strong enough that people take
notice.
“It’s frustrating to see so much potential that doesn’t get used because
people associate punk rock with drugs and fighting, and that’s just not the
case,” he said.  “We have really hardcore punk bands play all of the time,
and we never have fights, but how many fights happen every weekend at
Stock’s or Amvets or anywhere in that area of town?  People need to real-
ize these shows are a safe, fun place to be.”
To keep up with the local music scene, Gill recommends people should
read Hickey’s Web site, GardenCityEvents.com.  If more people come to
shows and support independent music, he said, there will be better




The Raven’s Last Caw
•Sept. 9 International Playboys CD Release
•Sept. 10 The Evening Episode and more
•Sept. 15 Headlights, Decibully and Oblio Joes
•Sept. 21 The American Princesses, Victory Smokes, The Hermans
•Sept. 23 Lake of Falcons, Pontiak and more
•Sept. 26 USA is a Monster and more
•Sept. 27 Lozen and more
•Sept. 29 Get Set Go, Oblio Joes and Victory Smokes
Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin
Missoula’s rock scene is once again in peril. Mike Gill, local show promoter and Victory Smokes band member looks beyond The Raven Café. It closes Oct. 1. 
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Reefer Madness is no longer confined to
one day in April. 
“(‘Reefer Madness’ is) a satirical musical
of the 1930s propaganda films of the same
name,” said executive producer and promot-
er Kris Monson. “It’s making fun of how
overblown those campaign films were about
the dangers of smoking marijuana.”
The idea for the musical did not come
after a long night of questionable activities
but rather from watching the film on televi-
sion.
“About two years ago my roommate and I
ran across the movie musical on Showtime
and we were laughing out loud within two
minutes,” said Monson, 27. “We had our
friends watch and everyone really liked it. I
realized that I wanted to produce it here so
others could see it.”
Monson didn’t want to put on a production
of this magnitude without reason to believe
it would be well-received.
“It will succeed because it’s a very well-
written musical,” he said. “On the surface
the songs are catchy and it’s fun to look at on
stage. But you can also break it down and
start thinking about the different subject
matter and apply it to the world we are living
in today.”
Even though we are about 70 years
removed from the original “Reefer
Madness”, politicians are still pushing the
same kinds of slanted and exaggerated agen-
da that they did in the 1930s, Monson said.
With all productions there are problems
and “Reefer Madness” is no different. One
of the last problems to get solved was find-
ing microphones that would allow the actors
to be heard over the band.
“We got that done right before opening
day,” Monson said.
“Reefer Madness” opened last week with
four shows at the Wilma Theater. They were
expecting attendance to be around 150 for
each showing but were pleasantly surprised
when the actual number was between 180
and 200. Monson’s production company,
KMO, expects ticket sales to increase with
the start of the semester.
“I think students should attend because it’s
a fun and campy musical that appeals to a
broad spectrum of people and it’s something
fun and new,” he said.
There are four more chances to catch
“Reefer Madness” at the Wilma. On
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights the
doors will open at 7 p.m. for the 7:30 p.m.
show. On Saturday night there will be a mid-
night showing. Tickets are $14 for the gener-
al public and $12 for students who have their
Griz card. Tickets can be purchased at the
door or at The Source, Rockin’ Rudy’s or
Authentic Creations.
Don’t spend $300-plus on books this semester; the Kaimin is convinced that all the right
answers appear somewhere in the Webster’s Dictionary for $24.95. Unless, of course, you’re
taking a foreign language, then you might have to buy a piñata or something.
Kaimin tip for going back to





Exciting new Kaimin feature...
Heard you say it on
Facebook!
You’ve been warned that blabbing about how big of a booze hound
you were all summer on the pages of the popular social networking Web
site facebook.com could be troublesome. Employers and teachers could
discover that, say, the shy little intern who was as-polite-as-can-be had a
secret life that involved getting “krunked-up” at the club every weekend.
Who knew, though, that the organization you really needed to watch out
for was your friendly neighborhood Montana Kaimin? So without fur-
ther adieu, here’s our take on UM students say the darndest things.
(Sing it when you say it)
•i officially love and hate your pics and the same
time!!! lol!! will someone take the beer bong out of my
hand?!? (class of ‘09)
•Something weird about me is i always use the same
urinal in a bathroom i go into more than once. I hate san-
tana, most espn announcers, paul walker, and people
talkin about how drunk they got anytime before last
weekend (class of ‘08)
•My whole life is a quirk. Basically I am a nerd. I
REALLY like science. The meaning to life is a big blan-
ket, a bowl of cereal, and cartoons. (class of ‘09) 
•funny asshole. i hate you. but i am coming over
tonight...beer pong partners? (class of ‘09)
•Well I am a fun girls always up for a good time. I love
meeting new people and trying new things. (class of ‘10)
•errrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrn. u know the funny thing is that
im in a library aand im drunk as shit and there fina do
school shit an im like im dippin. u kno u needa call meee
when you get to zutown, its goin down (class of ‘09)
•god no i'm not ready for school...i'm ready to see
friends, but no school. BAH! we need to hang soon...and
when i say 'hang' i mean go out to the bars and
drink...alot. ok, i'll talk to ya later and i dont have inter-
net at my apartment yet so if ya need to contact me give
me a call (class of ‘08)
Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin
UM student Kevin Mays, left, and Melanie Buchanan relax Tuesday while watching Shakespeare in the Park on the Oval. The crew of 11
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OAKLAND, Calif. - Coach
Mike Montgomery was dismissed
by the Golden State Warriors on
Tuesday, and Don Nelson was
ready to step in.
Golden State will re-hire
Nelson, the second-winningest
coach in NBA history and the last
coach to lead the downtrodden
Warriors to the playoffs, today, a
league source told The Associated
Press.
The source, who spoke on con-
dition of anonymity because the
deal hadn't been completed, said
the 66-year-old Nelson settled his
differences with Warriors’ owner
Chris Cohan and agreed to return
to the club where he went 277-260
from 1988-95 and led Golden
State to its last playoff appearance
in 1994.
Nelson, a three-time NBA
coach of the year, has won 1,190
games in a career that also
includes stops in Milwaukee, New
York and Dallas, where he won
339 games and led the Mavericks'
revitalization from 1998 until
March 2005, when he left amid
health concerns.
The Warriors scheduled a news
conference for tonight but didn't
divulge the reason.
Almost nothing good has hap-
pened to the Warriors since
Nelson, a three-time NBA coach
of the year, left in December
1995. Montgomery, the Warriors'
eighth coach in 12 seasons since
Nelson's departure, had identical
34-48 records in his two seasons
with the club.
"Based on this agreement, we
will now focus our efforts in a dif-
ferent direction and do what we
think is in the best interest for this
team," Chris Mullin, the Warriors'
executive vice president, said in a
statement.
The move is curiously timed,
since the club opens training
camp in just five weeks in
Oakland. Mullin, who played for
Nelson throughout the coach's
tenure, has been thought to be
unhappy with Montgomery for
most of the last two years, but the
Warriors' top executive repeatedly
stated Montgomery would return
for the upcoming season.
Nelson's arrival might be the
necessary move to drum up inter-
est in the Warriors, who promised
big offseason changes after miss-
ing the playoffs for the 12th
straight season. Mullin couldn't
deliver any dramatic moves, only
swapping Derek Fisher to the
Utah Jazz for three players.
Mullin didn't return a phone
call, and Nelson didn't answer his
phone at his home in Maui.
The deal was first reported by
ESPN.com.
The 59-year-old Montgomery
had two years remaining on a 
4-year, $10 million contract he
signed before the 2004-2005 sea-
son. The Warriors didn't release
any details about Montgomery's
severance package.
Montgomery was thought to be
Cohan's choice when Mullin
dropped Eric Musselman shortly
after taking over the Warriors'
basketball operations position.
Montgomery caught Cohan's eye
while coaching Stanford the pre-
vious 18 years, turning the
Cardinal into a national power
with a Final Four appearance and
393 victories. But he never got
results in the NBA.
"This was a new challenge that
I was eager to embrace and glad
that I had the chance to pursue and
experience," Montgomery said in
a statement.
Only Lenny Wilkens has more
victories (1,315) and more games
of coaching experience (2,448)
than Nelson, who has coached
2,070 games in a career dating
back to 1976, when he took over
the Bucks after a stint as a playing
assistant coach.
Nelson also played 14 years in
the NBA with Boston, the Lakers
and the Chicago Zephyrs. His No.
19 was retired by the Celtics.
He was the NBA's coach of the
year in 1983 and 1985 with
Milwaukee before moving to
Golden State. He installed the
run-and-gun offense that made
stars of Tim Hardaway, Mitch
Richmond and Mullin, who are
still beloved to Warriors fans as
the "Run T-M-C" trio.
But things went sour in
Oakland during the 1993-94 sea-
son, when he led Golden State to
the playoffs but clashed with
Chris Webber, the first overall
pick in the draft. Webber was trad-
ed to Washington after the season,
but Nelson stuck around only 
1 1/2 seasons longer.
The parting was acrimonious:
Cohan sued Nelson when the
coach took a job with the Knicks
in 1995, and the dispute went on
for more than three years.
Nelson's tenure in Dallas started
poorly but became quite success-
ful with owner Mark Cuban's
money behind the coach's
unorthodox schemes. Nelson
groomed Avery Johnson as his
successor and left the Mavericks
shortly before the 2005 playoffs.
Montgomery coached at the
University of Montana from
1978-86, compiling a 154-85
record.
Former UM coach Montgomery out as Warriors’ coach
GREG BEACHAM
ASSOCIATED PRESS
Former University of Oklahoma lineman J.D. Quinn will be transfer-
ring to Montana, according to a recent article on The New York Times
Web site.
Quinn, along with starting quarterback Rhett Bomar, were dismissed
from Oklahoma’s football team following an investigation into an
NCAA rules violation. Bomar and Quinn were reportedly paid for
work they did not do at a car dealership in Norman, Okla. 
Montana head coach Bobby Hauck declined to comment because he
said he couldn’t talk about any transfer who hasn’t yet enrolled or
signed a letter of intent.
Last season as a redshirt freshman, Quinn worked his way into the
starting lineup for three games, but in November he was arrested for a
misdemeanor DUI. The 19-year-old blew a .03 and .04 according to the
police affidavit. Under Oklahoma law, the maximum blood-alcohol
content for minors is .02.
Both Quinn and Bomar are from Texas. Bomar enrolled at Sam
Houston State in Huntsville, Texas, earlier this week.
-Tim Dailey, Montana Kaimin
Booted Oklahoma lineman
expected to transfer to UM
Kaimin Sports
Nearly as important as the crossword puzzle.
www.montanakaimin.com
OAKLAND, Calif. - Red Sox
slugger David Ortiz was hospital-
ized in Boston for the second time
this month, checking into
Massachusetts General on
Tuesday night for further tests on
his heart.
Ortiz felt heart palpitations
about 10 days ago and again
before Monday night's game in
Oakland, where he was a late
scratch from the lineup. He
returned to Boston for more tests,
Red Sox medical director Thomas
Gill said Tuesday.
The team didn't release any fur-
ther information.
"We really don't feel he's going
to keel over," manager Terry
Francona said before Tuesday's
game at Oakland. "He was tested
the other night. A lot of people
have these things. ... He has to
know that he is fine. We're not
going to jeopardize his health."
Earlier Tuesday, the Red Sox
also sent their other two top hitters
back to Boston for medical tests,
with Manny Ramirez and Wily
Mo Pena heading East to join
Ortiz.
Ramirez has played in only one
of Boston's last five games
because of a sore right knee, and
Pena has missed the last three
games due to soreness in his left
wrist. Ortiz was scheduled for fur-
ther tests that were expected to
take a few days.
Ortiz was admitted to a hospital
on Aug. 19 for a full examination
and tests. Based on the results of
those tests, he was cleared to
return when he felt better.
"David had not experienced any
additional episodes of palpitations
until Monday evening," Gill said.
"With the recurrence of these
symptoms, we would like David
to be fully examined and tested
before he is allowed to return to
the field."
The Red Sox determined that
sending the players home before
the conclusion of the road trip
would give doctors a head start,
rather than waiting until Thursday.
There was discussion about plac-
ing Ramirez and Pena on the dis-
abled list, but both players are day
to day.
For the reeling Red Sox, losing
Ortiz and the others served as a
reminder that this is only baseball
in the big picture of life.
"You just hope everything is
OK," said infielder Mark Loretta,
who discussed his own mother's
heart problems with Big Papi
before the slugger left town.
"Hopefully, they rule out anything
and that it's just stress or fatigue or
the two. ... Baseball kind of takes
a little bit of a back seat when
you're talking about things of this
nature.”
Ortiz, one of the top contenders
for the AL MVP award, is batting
.287 with a league-leading 47
homers and 121 RBIs. 




With a new coach and a new
offense, the University of
Montana women’s volleyball
team is looking to end a five-year
playoff drought.
First-year head coach Jerry
Wagner is attempting to turn
around a team that has not had a
winning record or reached the Big
Sky Conference tournament since
2000.
“My job is to inject a positive
change and redirect the course as
quickly as can be accomplished,”
said Wagner, who replaced Nikki
Best. 
Best’s contract was not renewed
last fall after six seasons at UM.
“I’m hoping to build this sense
of accomplishment and working
together,” Wagner said.
Last year the Griz went 3-11 in
the Big Sky Conference and 14-15
overall, but they are returning five






returns after a soph-
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after sitting out the
2005 season, and
Louisiana Tech transfer Lauren
Gustafson are also expected to
contribute. 
Wagner, who spent three years
as an assistant coach at Montana
from 1988-90, has been an assis-
tant coach or an associate head
coach at the Division I level for
the last 18 seasons.
The biggest change so far has
been the offense, which will fea-
ture two setters. He said a big rea-
son for implementing the new
offense is that he had the person-
nel to get the job done.
Junior setter Shelley Boyd, who
redshirted last season, will play
alongside freshman setter Taryn
Wright in Wagner’s new offense.
“I have two capable setters that
I want to have involved in helping
me turn this thing around,” he
said. “It was out of what I recog-
nized could be a team strength. If
we can create situations where we
block the ball better or take away
an area better it could increase our
defense, and those aspects weren’t
as high in the past as they could
be.”
Wright said the job of setter is
tough enough let alone trying to
get used to the new offense.
“It was tough in the beginning,
but it’s getting better,” said
Wright, who is from Fair Oaks,
Calif.
One of the struggles Wagner has
run into is finding a lineup that is
consistent.
“We are a work in progress right
now as far as who’s going to be on
the court and what system,”
Wagner said. “It’s still a little bit
more open than I’d like it right
now.”
He’s hoping UM’s nonconfer-
ence schedule will give him a feel
for which lineup to use and how
his team will fare once the confer-
ence season starts.
“I’m looking for some consis-
tency in our presentation, our
preparation and our effort from
one night to the next night,” he
said. “All of our goals are in place
regardless of what happens in the
preseason. Our focus has solely
been on the conference.”
This past weekend at the Cal
Molten Classic, the Griz went 0-3,
losing 3-0 to UC Davis, Baylor
and No. 17 California, which is
ranked 17th.
Despite all the challenges that
Wagner faces, he usually wears a
smile and is enthusiastic about the
season ahead. He also sees those
challenges as just part of the jour-
ney.
“It’s a dream-come-true type of
situation for me,” said Wagner, a
Montana native. “It’s a homecom-
ing for me. A full-circle type
thing.”
Wagner is hoping to turn the
program around so that it can con-
sistently compete in the confer-
ence, but even he realizes how
hard it can be to change a culture
of losing.
“We are at a crossroads of try-
ing to figure out how to break
through,” he said. “Our goal is a
very challenging one, and it’s
right where it needs to be.”
M o n t a n a  K a i m i n 11 SportsWednesday, August 30, 2006
Sitting out a year was tough for
University of Montana volleyball
player Shelley Boyd, but it was
more than worth the wait.
“It’s awesome to be able to play
again,” Boyd said. “I love being
out there on the court. After red-
shirting it just makes me even
more excited and passionate about
the game.”
The junior setter redshirted last
year because, with a healthy
Diana Thompson on the team,
there wasn’t much need for Boyd
at the setter position.
“It was hard to just sit there and
watch and not be able to do any-
thing about what’s going on out on
the court,” Boyd said.
Her year off wasn’t wasted,
though. She was able to use that
time to work on her game.
“I didn’t have any pressure at all
at practice,” she said.  “I was able
to work on everything I wanted to
work on rather than focusing on
what our team needed at the time,
so I think it helped me with my
individual skills a lot.”
Boyd is finally getting her
chance to be a starting setter, but
she will be joined by freshman
Taryn Wright and first-year coach
Jerry Wagner’s new two-setter
offense.
Although the offense is some-
what unfamiliar to her, Boyd said
she welcomes the challenge.
“Whatever is going to help our
team out in the end is what I want
to do, because that’s all I care
about right now,” she said. “It’s
totally fine with me if that’s what
is going to work.”
Wright credited Boyd with
helping her adjust to the transition
of college volleyball and the new
offense.
“She’s been telling me if the
sets are too high, and she has real-
ly good advice,” Wright said.
Even though she is sharing the
role of setter, it does not diminish
the importance of the setter to the
volleyball team. The setter has to
be a coach out on the court,
Wagner said.
“You have to be a leader, and
people have to respect you,”
Wagner said. “You must have the
ability to go out and earn that
respect.”
Boyd said she loves the added
pressure that goes with being a
setter.
“I love being the setter,” she
said. “It’s kind of like being the
quarterback of the volleyball
team.  I like being a leader out
there on the court and calling the
plays.”
She is also stepping into the role
as one of two team captains, a role
shared with senior Emily Sakis.
Boyd enjoys the added respon-
sibility of being a team captain.
“I like the fact that my team-
mates feel like they can come to
me with problem or issues they
need to talk about,” said Boyd, a
21-year-old exercise science
major. “I like the fact that being a
setter is automatically kind of a
captain on the floor. I just like that
leadership role.”
Despite all of the success Boyd
is experiencing with her volley-
ball career at UM, this is not the
path she expected to follow when
she was in high school.  
“I always thought I would play
basketball or softball when I got to
college,” she said. “I spent the
majority of my life playing soft-
ball, so why I’m playing volley-
ball I’m really not quite sure.”
When Boyd did decide to give
college volleyball a try, she had
her heart set on playing for a
Division I school. After not
receiving any offers, she talked to
some of the coaches at Montana
and decided to walk-on at UM.
“I just kind of told myself go for
it,’” she said. “If you make it
that’s awesome, but if you don’t
there’s always something else to
fall back on.”
Now that Boyd, who has a
career average of 5.3 assists per
game, is back on the court, she is
hoping to reach some of her goals
before her career at UM is over.
“I haven’t made that conference
tournament yet and I’m absolutely
hungry for that,” she said. “I want




Junior Shelley Boyd is a setter for the Montana Grizzlies. She is now team captain alongside
Emily Sakis after redshirting during the 2005 season. This season will be Boyd’s fourth.




Sophomore outside hitter Micaela Parker spikes the ball past a teammate during practice Tuesday afternoon at the Adams
Center. Parker took last season off but has returned to the Montana roster. Parker had a team-high 28 aces in 2004.
Griz volleyball looks to new coach, offense to turn around old results
After five consecutive losing seasons, Montana aims to make first trip to conference tournament since 2000
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www.montanakaimin.com
Check out blogs, stories, Facebook
quotes and the new user-friendly design.
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CASH FLOW GOT YOU DOWN? TURN THAT FROWN
UPSIDE-DOWN! A LOAN WITH NO FEES WILL PUT YOUR
MIND @ EASE! 1-866-557-4164 BUSINESS, PERSONAL,
REFINANCE
Create positive change on campus. VOLUNTEER for
SARC. Volunteer Applications due Sept. 8th. Call 243-
5244 with questions. 
HELP WANTED
$$TUTOR$$ We are looking for volunteers or work-
study students for America Reads/Counts. Call the
Office for Civic Engagement @ 243-5531 or stop by
DHC 015. 
Preschool Teacher Needed for Daycare. Monday-
Friday 0900-1300 Education Student preferred Call
Kathy 542-2162. 
First Presbyterian Church is seeking part-time child-
care workers, for infants-6 years of age, who must be
available to work Wednesdays from 12:15-2:15 p.m.
Other days and shifts available. Must pass background
screening. CPR and first aid training provided.
Experience is preferred. Send resumes: First
Presbyterian Church, 235 S. Fifth St. W., 59801,
attention Heidi Whyte. 
Facilities Services Custodial Department needs stu-
dent employees for several positions. Evening hours,
Monday through Friday, 3 1/2 hours/day, $7.00 per
hours, both work study and non-work study available.
Please call Dennis Crosby at 243-2164, or apply online
at  www.umt.edu/studentjobsapp/
Poker Dealers Needed. Experience needed but not
necessary. Great tips. To arrange interview call Kevin
@544-0199. 
College Students: We pay up to $75 per survey.
www.GetPaidToThink.com
Child care for toddler twins. Tues$ Thurs 9:30am-
1pm. $7/hour 880-9590
Nanny needed for after school care 3:30-6:30 (except
Thursday 2:30-6:30). Call 243-5094.
Ballet teacher needed for studio in Arlee. 30 minute
drive from U of M. After school hours.
Beginning/Intermediate classes. Please call 240-8061
or 726-3591. 
FOR SALE
IBM PC, Work & AOL $40. Xerox Color Fax/Printer $20
IBM Office Typewriter & Stand $50 Desk 60" x 30" $25,
(2) scanners $10 each 92) Stereo Speakers 24" $10
Convention Display Booth-Table top Dbl sided wood
hutch/ divider 60x48x25 406-251-4332
Dave Matthews Band at The Gorge, 9/1, 9/2, 9/3. 2
Tickets/show. GREAT SEATS! Will sell at face value.
626-4147
FOR RENT
Very cheap ($275 + electric) and very close to cam-
pus, but small basement studio to sublet for 1-3
months beginning Sept. 1st. Contact: ttweed@wil-
drockies.org
Storage: Free! 1/2 months rent w/3 mo. lease. Cheap
Charley's Mini Storage 721-7277
Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44-
$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS  251-6611
MISCELLANEOUS
Mystic Treasures all prices negotiable. Dragons, used
videos, native American new and old collectibles,
swords and knives, incense and oils. Locally owned.
142 OW Broadway 542-5072  
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: classifieds@kaimin.org.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  c l a s s i f i e d s @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u  E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u
will be able to contact the group
directly in addition to getting in
touch with their internship advis-
ers. 
Berkhouse encouraged students
to be proactive in contacting the
group in regard to securing intern-
ships with the organization. From
there, students can contact
Internship Services to work out
credit options. 
James Lopach, chairman of the
Political Science Department,
said it’s a good idea for students
to avail themselves to opportuni-
ties like that offered by the group.
Lopach, who also serves as one
of two Montana political advisory
committee members for the
group, said that certain criteria
must be met to merit course cred-
it for internships. “There’s a dif-
ference between rigorous research
during a four- or eight-hour work-
day and getting coffee or making
copies,” he said. 
Project Vote Smart is located
100 miles south of Missoula on
152 acres along Rock Creek. The
former dude ranch was picked in
part as a sort of aesthetic payoff
for employees and interns,
Kimball said.
VOTE
Continued from Page 1
hopes the selection process will
change that.
“Most students don’t have that
much day-to-day contact with the
provost,” she said, “but I think
going through this process will
help students understand what the
provost does and how much it
affects them.”
The provost is an administrator
second only to the university
president. The position’s respon-
sibilities include approving aca-
demic promotions and resigna-
tions and working to plan gradu-
ate programs.
PROVOST
Continued from Page 1
  
